We simulate the growth of a benign avascular tumour embedded in normal tissue, including cell sorting that occurs between tumour and normal cells, due to the variation of adhesion between di erent cell types.
1 Introduction
Tumour Growth
A tumour is an abnormal mass of tissue, whose growth rate exceeds and is uncoordinated with that of surrounding normal tissues 1].
Tumours usually start as a mild disorder of cell behaviour that may develop slowly into a full blown cancer. The progression from the earliest induction event to the clinically recognisable tumour can take many years and the formation of a tumour is the exception, not the rule for transformed cells. Part of the reason for this long period is that the cells have to undergo a number of changes before they become hyperplastic and then truly cancerous 2]. Cancer cells require a particular developmental pathway. One of these requirements is to become immortal and acquire the ability to undergo almost unlimited divisions 3]. To do so the cell must ignore extracellular signals to halt cell division (both chemical and contact) and must also avoid the natural limit to the number of cell divisions caused by the exhaustion of telomeres 4, 5] . Normal cells have a very limited capacity for replication. For example, normal cells on a petri dish form a monolayer, growing until they reach the edges con uently, and then stop, whereas cancer cells carry on proliferating, lying across each other in a haphazard arrangement, no longer in a monolayer 1].
Apoptosis is an evolutionarily conserved, innate process by which cells destroy themselves by systematically inactivating, disassembling, and degrading their own structural and functional components 6]. In normal tissue, apoptosis deletes unnecessary, damaged and potentially harmful cells to ensure structural and functional homeostasis. Apoptosis occurs in nearly every cell type throughout development and maturation. Cancer cells appear to have defects in the regulation of genes (e.g. P53) that control apoptosis. These defects render the tumour cells resistant to the induction of apoptosis by a wide variety of stimuli, including chemotherapeutic drugs and radiotherapy 6] and also add to the cells' apparent immortality.
Tumours can be divided into two classes, benign or malignant, depending on their method of growth. Benign tumours grow by expansion, compressing or displacing surrounding normal tissue, while malignant tumours grow by local in ltration, destroying the tissue which they invade. Benign tumours grow at their site of origin only, but malignant tumours may spread to distant sites, with cells detaching from the primary tumour and migrating to remote sites via the blood stream, in the lymph nodes or across connective tissue. This process is known as metastasis and the secondary tumours formed are metastases. The majority of deaths from cancer are due to the formation of metastases at sites remote from the primary tumour.
Benign tumours may cause disease by compression of adjacent structures, or in certain circumstances by secretion of hormones. In contrast, malignant tumours always have the potential to cause death as a result of their aggressive growth and invasiveness.
The growth of solid tumours in animals always involves some vascularization, but the direct di usion of nutrients and waste from and to surrounding tissue regulates the earliest stages of tumour development 7] . Experiments on the growth of nodular carcinomas in vitro 8, 9, 10], or isolated tumours in vivo 11, 12] , show that the growth of a solid malignancy by di usion alone leads asymptotically to a dormant but viable steady state. In this dormant state, the volume increase due to cell proliferation balances cell death and volume loss in the necrotic core. In our simpli ed model, we assume that the availability of a single, slow-di using nutrient is the primary limit on tumour growth, and that other nutrients and the di usion of waste are su ciently rapid that they do not limit the growth rate.
When the tumour is tiny, every cell receives su cient nutrient by di usion and the growth rate of the population is exponential 13]. The consumption of nutrient by the cells means that the concentration of nutrient decreases towards the centre of the tumour, as it is only supplied to the periphery.
As the tumour grows, supplying the nutrient to the central core by di usion becomes more and more di cult, so that the core nutrient concentration diminishes. Eventually, the concentration falls below the critical level at which cells become quiescent; alive, but no longer proliferating. If the nutrient level near these cells increases above the critical level, they reenter the proliferation cycle 14]. Many studies show that microenvironmental factors, such as O 2 and nutrient supply, as well as accumulation of metabolic wastes, greatly in uence cell metabolism 15] . When quiescent cells appear, the growth of the tumour slows down to become linear 16, 17] , because part of the tumour volume is no longer involved in the production of new cells.
The tumour then grows until it reaches another critical size, where the nutrient concentration at the centre is not high enough to sustain life. At this stage, a necrotic core forms. This core contains cells in varying stages of disintegration. Dead cells break down into chemical compounds which are freely permeable through cell membranes. The mass or cell volume lost this way is replaced by cells pushed inward by the forces of adhesion and surface tension in the tumour. Some cells, newly generated on the surface of the tumour, gradually migrate toward the core 18]. Cells can also migrate outward by di usion due to membrane uctuations. The growth rate decreases rapidly when the necrotic core forms because it becomes increasingly di cult to obtain nourishment and dispose of waste solely by di usion. As the tumour continues to grow and develop, the outer shell of dividing cells becomes roughly constant in size -about 1-3 cells thick .
Eventually, the necrotic disintegration, accumulation of mitotic wastes 19] and mitotic inhibitory factors 20] reduce the rate of growth so much that the overall volume of the tumour remains constant 9, 13, 21] . Although the tumour volume is in equilibrium, the cells in the outer shell still proliferate. But, the volume lost through necrotic disintegration cancels the volume produced by mitosis.
The typical steady state con guration of an avascular tumour is a sphere, a few millimetres in diameter, which histological examination shows to consist of three distinct concentric annular shells 13, 22, 23] . In the thin, outermost shell, the cells grow and divide as they do in the exponential phase. In the adjoining shell, typically three times as thick as the proliferating layer, the quiescent cells exhibit little or no proliferation. The innermost core consists of necrotic debris 18]. The tumour may remain in this dormant state for months or even years 24].
Cell Sorting
In a number of cell sorting experiments 25] -, cells migrate over distances much greater than one cell diameter in order to restore disrupted patterns or form new ones. The natural con guration of mesoderm, endoderm and ectoderm from amphibian embryos can be recovered from excised tissues combined in the right proportions 35]. When mixed together in suspension, chicken embryo neural and pigmented retinal cells precipitate to produce a disordered aggregate. The initially irregular aggregate rounds over time. Pigmented cells coalesce at the centre to form a sphere while neural cells organise to form an encompassing outer layer. Signi cantly, the outcome of sorting experiments is largely independent of the initial conditions 36]. An aggregate of neural cells rounds in isolation but spreads to engulf a pigmented cell aggregate if the two are placed in contact. Similarly, an intact fragment of chicken heart ventricle will envelope a chicken cartilage fragment. The coelenterate animal Hydra vulgaris 37, 38, 39] is basically a hollow cylinder with an extracellular matrix sandwiched between layers of endodermal and ectodermal cells. When dismantled at the cellular level, hydra can recover their original state and when turned in-side-out they are able to re-invert themselves. Mombach et al. 40, 41] showed that there was no long range interaction in their chick embryo experiments. These and other observations, suggest that an underlying mechanism for local cell sorting based on intrinsic cell properties rather than chemical gradients or the starting locations of cells in a tissue.
Di erential Adhesion
Steinberg proposed the Di erential Adhesion Hypothesis 25, 26, 27, 42] to explain cell sorting as a minimisation of contact energy at cell interfaces. Experiments 35, 43, 44] show that the strength of attachment between two cells which come into contact depends on the type of cells involved. The di erence in adhesion energy results from the number and particular type of surface adhesion molecules present on the cell membrane. Classes of adhesion molecules include cadherins, N-CAM and many other varieties, some non-speci cally adhesive, others, like N-CAM, extremely variable in sequence (and hence relative adhesivity) between cell types. Movement of a cell requires work against the adhesive forces of its neighbours under the constraint on cell volume imposed by membrane elasticity. Thus, a nity between neighbouring cells determines the energy of a cell aggregate. Interfaces between cells which have the potential to form stronger attachments with more amenable coupling partners store more energy. Cytoskeletal membrane uctuations allow the cells in an aggregate to explore an abstract energy landscape randomly yet exhaustively. The local energy gradient directs cell movement, leading to a con guration with minimum energy. As jostling causes adhesion molecules to unbind and re-bind, strong bonds tend to replace weak bonds, making best use of the available binding surface and thereby maximising the work required to remove a cell from an aggregate. 2 Computer Simulations
Overview and History
A cellular automaton simulation represents cells as one or more discrete units with rules to describe their interactions, emphasising supercellular processes. Continuum models are an alternative to solving the many body problem represented by cellular patterns. Emphasising spatial and temporal variation of elds, these methods describe cellular patterns in terms of density functions which satisfy second order nonlinear di erential equations for di usion and wave propagation. They stress the interaction of each cell with the global environment, but cannot easily identify individual cells.
Models in which the degrees of freedom reside on a lattice and interact locally arise in several areas of condensed matter physics and eld theory. The simplest of these is the Ising model, which can be taken as a crude description of a magnetic material 50]. The Ising model is a two spin version of the Potts Model.
For example, using the magnetic language, the Ising model consists of a set of spin degrees of freedom interacting with each other and with an external magnetic eld. In a biological cell simulation, using Ising or Potts models, the spins correspond to individual cells, with the spin number being the unique index number of the cell.
The large-Q Potts model (Q is the unique number of spins and cells) can be extended to combine discrete and continuum methods, describing multiple interactions between cells at multiple length scales. The Potts model was originally developed to simulate surface energy driven di usion in non-biological patterns like the increase in mean grain size during annealing of polycrystalline aggregates 51, 52] Step (MCS) is de ned to be as many trials as the number of lattice sites.
The Extended Potts Model
The Extended Potts Model 59, 60, 61] uses a three-dimensional lattice with as many as 200 3 elements partitioned into cells. Clustered array elements sharing a common value delineate regions belonging to di erent unique cells. A second label, shared by all domains of the same type, distinguishes cells from di erent tissues. Cells have a type dependent volume constraint which models membrane elasticity so that no single cell can grow or shrink without bound. The array can include a border of neighbouring sites assigned to a domain of unlimited volume. This large domain represents a medium in which the cells exist. A homogeneous slab of sites inserted at the base of the array can represent a substrate. With domains su ciently large, cells and tissues are free to deform almost arbitrarily as the array evolves.
The patterns formed by cells and tissues correspond to an abstract stored energy. Contributions to the energy include a sum over the coupling between neighbouring array elements together with a sum over contributions from the membrane elasticity of each cell: ] give the energy stored in a bond between a site and a neighbour. The sum over the whole lattice excludes neighbours within the same domain so that stored energy is localised at boundaries. For each cell, the volume under stress v( ) may di er from the target volume V for undeformed cells. The sum over domains excludes domains of unconstrained volume for which the elasticity is zero. Cell elasticity imposes a global constraint on cell volume while cell couplings determine the work required to cause local membrane deformations.
The organisation of cells and tissues develops in a probabilistic manner under Monte Carlo dynamics. An array element is chosen at random and provisionally reassigned to a neighbouring domain. A change in energy results since a modi ed site couples di erently with its neighbours and volume transfers between domains. The chance of accepting reassignments is the same Boltzmann factor as in the standard Potts Model. The parameter T controls the amplitude of cell membrane uctuations.
The possibility of accepting small energy gains allows cells to escape from locally stable con gurations to nd the con guration of absolute minimum energy. Experiments and simulations 62, 63] 
This model, with area constraints and di erential adhesivity, can simulate experimental biological cell sorting quantitatively. Sorting shows a crossover between a rapid boundary-driven stage and a slower boundary-independent stage as observed in experiments using pigmented and neural epithelial cells from the eyes of seven day chick embryos 64, 65] Their models employ a simpli ed coarse grained description of cells, which takes into account the cell shapes only in a statistical sense. Each cell has a centre location and an attached region in space which contains the cell volume and de nes the cell shape.
They distinguish two cell classes, inter-phase and mitotic. During the interphase, the cell grows steadily until it has doubled its mass, its organelles and DNA content. Then it enters mitosis where it deforms until it completes cell division, whereupon the daughter cells enter the inter-phase. Cells may also migrate and rotate.
The stateS i of a cell i is described by its position, its age class, and its shape.
The cell position is given by the vectorr i of its centre of mass. For an I cell (cell in the inter-phase), the shape is characterised by its radius R i , whereas for an M cell (cell undergoing mitosis), it is the vectord i , joining the centres of the corresponding dumbbell which xes its shape. 1 for jr i ?r j j R i (t) + R j (t) ? for R i (t) + R j (t) jr i ?r j j R i (t) + R j (t) + 0 otherwise.
During all cell interactions an M-cell is treated like a composite of two, partially A rotation trial is de ned similarly. During a growth step, the radius of an I cell increases by a random amount R2 0, R max ], whereas during a deformation step, the length ofd increases and at the same time the dumbbell radius decreases to keep the volume of the cell constant.
The trial change is accepted with the same probability as in standard Potts model 66].
This model \performs" wound healing of a skin cut and the spread of a sarcoma (cancer of the connective tissue) across an epithelial boundary, and results are given for these simulations. Drasdo 
The Model
Tumour simulations based on the Extended Potts model include cells which grow and divide, cells which shrink and decay and cells which maintain relatively constant volume. We consider necrotic, quiescent and proliferating tumour cells as distinct cell types, in addition to healthy cells, with di erent growth rates and volume constraints for each type. Target Proliferating tumour cells grow in response to the demands of an increasing target volume with mitosis occurring whenever the ratio of surface area to volume for a cell drops below a threshold. This criterion for cell division re ects the fact that cell volume determines the demand for nutrients while cell surface area limits the rate of nutrient absorption. Since tumour cells grow and divide continuously without observing regulatory signals, the simplest assumption is that their growth rate is directly proportional to the supply of nutrients up to some saturating rate. Mombach et al. 40, 41] investigated mitosis in plants and showed that this assumption gave good quantitative agreement with experimentally observed cell distributions in plant epithelia. The cell splits in a plane through the centre of mass corresponding to a minimal cross section with all the array elements on one side of the cell assigned a previously unused index. After a split, each daughter cell starts with half the target volume of the parent cell so as not to be unduly stressed by a large deviation from the mandated size of the progenitor. Since, experimentally, mean tumour cell size is comparable to mean normal cell size, we apply mitosis at twice the typical cell size, which corresponds to a area/volume ratio of 0.6.
We do not include the growth of normal cells, since cell division in normal tissue does not a ect the tissue volume. Inhibition of cell division in normal tissue keeps the rate of cell division in homeostasis with the rate of cell death. The much slower mitosis of normal cells should not a ect the tumour's growth, but can be included in future simulations.
Cells change type in response to a nutrient gradient within the tumour. We assume that the normal tissue is a homogeneous source of nutrient. The concentration of nutrient within the tumour is measured as a function of the distance of the centre of mass of a particular cell from the periphery of the tumour and the total volume of live ( In addition to type changes caused by shifting boundaries between regions within the tumour, individual cells can change type by relocating, as long as they are alive. Since cells are free to move by gradually shifting their boundaries at random, they occasionally migrate to an adjacent region of the tumour. When this migration happens, proliferating and quiescent cells change type according to nutrient availability. Though necrotic cells may undergo passive relocation, they are no longer viable and never revert to quiescence or proliferation.
The growth rate of proliferating cells also depends on nutrient concentration. The growth rate of the cells is: where N q is the critical value of nutrient, below which cells are unable to divide, and is proportional to R ? R q , while N, the level of nutrient, is proportional to R ? d, where d is the depth of a cell within the tumour. The depth of a cell is the minimum distance from the centre of mass of the cell to the outer edge of the tumour along each of the three orientations of the array (i.e. in the x; y and z directions). The increase in volume of the tumour cells is the integer part of the growth rate. This function for growth rate is the simplest continuously di erentiable function that has a value of 0 at the outer edge of the quiescent core and 2 at the tumour's edge. The simulated decay of necrotic cells by reduction of target volume also depends upon depth within the tumour. We assume that cells nearer the centre of the tumour will have been dead longer than those near quiescent cells and therefore will be more likely to have broken down into di usible compounds and hence will lose volume more readily than those that have just died. So we take the rate of reduction of volume to be proportional to the individual cell's distance from the edge of the necrotic core, up to some saturating rate. Necrotic cells in the outer layer of the core maintain constant volume while cells in the fourth layer from the edge and beyond lose two units of volume at each time step with a linear increase in the decay rate for intervening layers.
Modi cations to the Extended Potts model for the purpose of modelling tumours can be summarised by considering changes to the functional dependence of target volumes, cell elasticities and cell types. Cell types and elasticities become a function of nutrient concentration, which varies spatially within the tumour: Figure (5) shows the tumour at a later time, when the surface tension has rounded both the cells and tumour.
As the tumour grows, the distance of the cells at the centre of the tumour from the periphery becomes large enough that su cient nutrient can no longer di use to them. Inadequately supplied cells become quiescent. Later, the tumour becomes so big that the distance from the edge of the aggregate to the cells at the centre is too large for enough nutrient to di use to them and they die. A necrotic core then forms within the quiescent shell. Figure (8) shows the proliferating cells and the position of the cells that have died. Figure (9) shows the normal and quiescent cells, with a solid block of colour in the centre to represent the necrotic core, and a ring of colour for the proliferating cells.
We measure the volume and the average radius of the tumour as it grows. Figure (10) shows the tumour volume versus simulation time (MCS=Monte Carlo Time Steps). Initially, the growth is exponential, then at around 700MCS, when quiescent cells rst appear, the growth slows to linear. At 8600MCS, when the necrotic core forms, the growth slows again and eventually ends as the tumour reaches its di usion limited steady state. This growth is consistent with the experimental evidence. Figure ( 
Discussion
The Potts Model has proven useful in simulating cell movement. It includes features often neglected in the simplest models of tumour growth, such as cell-cell adhesion. However, we have made many simpli cations. Our model of the adhesive properties of cells was as simple as possible. We concentrated on the essential features of the growth of a solid avascular tumour in vivo. We assumed that normal tissue surrounding a tumour is homogeneous, that the periphery supplies nutrient uniformly, that the concentration of nutrient in the tumour depends only on the distance from the tumour surface and that a single nutrient largely controls tumour growth. We neglected orientation dependent mechanical and adhesive properties of cells.
Despite these assumptions, our model simulates avascular tumour growth well, reproducing experimental results for the increase of tumour volume.
Also, all of our tumour cells are equally aggressive in their growth and all have the same adhesivity. In a real tumour, some cells will be further down the malignant development pathway than others, so they will vary in their growth rate and adhesivity throughout the tumour. When a tumour cell divides, its daughters do not always have the same properties as the parent 67, 1]. For example, daughter cells may be more aggressive in their growth and also adhere less to other tumour cells, thus being more likely to break away from the tumour mass into the normal tissue. Our model could be developed to include metastasis by allowing the daughter cells to have randomly uctuating growth rates and adhesivities with respect to the values of their parent cell, according to a probability matrix. In this case we could simulate the evolution of a true metastatic, though avascular cancer.
Normal tissue is also not homogeneous -it contains extracellular matrix, brin, collagen, blood vessels etc..., so normal tissue is not a homogeneous source of nutrient. We are currently developing the model to include nutrient di using to the tumour from nearby blood vessels, through heterogeneous tissue.
When a tumour reaches its di usive equilibrium, it can no longer increase in size, unless it gets its own blood supply. It does this by releasing a chemical called Tumour Angiogenesis Factor into the surrounding tissue, which causes nearby blood vessels to form sprouts, which grow into new capillaries. These eventually penetrate the tumour mass and subsequent growth is exponential 8, 11, 21, 24, 71, 72] . We plan to extend our model to include these features. 
